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Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman speaks
during a meeting with the Russian president at the
Kremlin in Moscow yesterday. The Russian president
meets the Saudi Crown Prince on the sidelines of the
World Cup kick-off. — AFP 

Saudi Arabia’s goalkeeper Abdullah Al-Mayouf fails to
stop a goal by Russia’s midfielder Denis Cheryshev dur-
ing the Russia 2018 World Cup Group A football match
yesterday. — AFP 

Saudi Arabia's forward Mohammed Al-Sahlawi (L) and
Russia's defender Sergey Ignashevich compete for the
ball during the Russia 2018 World Cup Group A football
match between Russia and Saudi Arabia at the Luzh-
niki Stadium in Moscow yesterday. — AFP 

Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

WORLD CUP 2018
Egypt v Uruguay 15:00
beIN SPORTS HD 1 FR
beIN SPORTS MAX 2 HD AR
beIN SPORTS MAX 1 HD AR

Morocco  v Iran 18:00
beIN SPORTS HD 1 FR
beIN SPORTS MAX 2 HD AR
beIN SPORTS MAX 1 HD AR

Portugal  v Spain 21:00
beIN SPORTS HD 1 FR
beIN SPORTS MAX 2 HD AR
beIN SPORTS MAX 1 HD AR

MOSCOW: Denis Cheryshev struck twice for Russia as the World
Cup hosts thumped Saudi Arabia 5-0 in the opening match of the
tournament in Moscow yesterday. Yury Gazinsky scored after 12 min-
utes and Cheryshev added a second before the break after coming
on as an injury replacement for Alan Dzagoev. Artem Dzuyba netted
a third before terrific late efforts from Cheryshev and Aleksandr
Golovin wrapped up Russia’s first win since October to launch their
Group A campaign in style.  

Russia headed into the curtainraiser at the 80,000-capacity
Luzhniki, the crucible of Russian and Soviet sport, without a victory
in over eight months and ranked a lowly 70th in the world. For Saudi
Arabia it was a return to the global showpiece for the first time in 12
years, with their only previous finals wins at the 1994 World Cup.
Only South Africa, in 2010, have failed to advance from the group
stage as the host nation and a seven-match winless run had ramped
up the pressure on Stanislav Cherchesov’s side. 

A lack of an attacking threat in recent outings was a primary con-
cern for Russia going into a group campaign in which they will also
face Egypt and Uruguay.  Those fears were soon washed away, at
least for the time being, as Alexander Samedov and Fedor Smolov
carved out early chances only to be denied by desperate sliding
blocks. The opening goal came soon after, as Saudi Arabia failed to
clear a corner and a curling cross in from the left by Golovin picked
out an unmarked Gazinsky to head low into the far corner. It was a
goal that prompted Russian President Vladimir Putin to turn to the
Saudi crown prince Mohammed bin Salman, seated alongside FIFA
chief Gianni Infantino, and shake his hand. Russia lost Dzagoev to a
hamstring injury midway through the first half, the CSKA Moscow
midfielder clutching his hamstring as he crumpled to the turf.  But his
replacement, former Real Madrid winger Cheryshev, celebrated his
recent recall to the national side with Russia’s second goal two min-
utes before half-time.

Cheryshev was still left with plenty of work to do inside the area
after a pass from Roman Zobnin, brilliantly flicking the ball past two
closing defenders before rifling into the roof of the net.Saudi briefly

threatened early in the second half when an inviting cross in from the
right skipped just beyond the reach of Taiseer Al-Jassam.  Russia then
nearly grabbed a third when Abdullah Al-Muaiouf spilled a low drive
from Roman Zobnin, the Saudi goalkeeper recovering just time in time
to nudge the ball away from Smolov.

The forward was soon replaced by Dzyuba, who struck almost
immediately by heading another Golovin cross beyond a helpless
Muaiouf in the 71st minute.  Cheryshev hammered in a fourth with
the outside of his left in stoppage time and Golovin capped a mag-
nificent performance by bending in a last-gasp free-kick. Russia meet
Egypt in their next match on June 19 in Saint Petersburg, while Saudi
Arabia will look to rebound against group favorites Rostov-on-Don
a day later.— AFP 

Host nation Russia thrash 
Saudi 5-0 in WCup opener
Cheryshev stars as Russia rout Saudi 

MOSCOW: Saudi Arabia’s midfielder Salman Al-Faraj (right)
and defender Yasser Al-Shahrani (2nd right) compete for the
ball during the Russia 2018 World Cup Group A football
match between Russia and Saudi Arabia at the Luzhniki Sta-
dium yesterday. — AFP 

MOSCOW: Six Saudi female teenagers
slated to serve as their country’s flag
bearers at the World Cup’s opening
match in Moscow yesterday was replaced
by Russians after their trip was cancelled
due to “logistical circumstances”, organ-
izers said. Named flag bearers as part of
a program run by Coca-Cola , the girls,
aged 13 to 17, were supposed to lead the
Saudi national team onto the pitch at
Moscow’s Luzhniki stadium ahead of
their match against Russia.

But the organizers said they could no
longer make it. “Due to unforeseen logis-
tical circumstances, the Saudi flag bear-
ers’ delegation will unfortunately no

longer be able to attend the opening of
the 2018 FIFA World Cup,” Coca-Cola
said in a statement to Reuters. Omar Ben-
nis, public affairs director at Coca-Cola
Middle East, declined to disclose the na-
ture of the logistical issues.

He said it was not related to their gen-
der. It is “a mix of everything”, he said,
adding that the company was working
with Saudi sports authorities to try to
have the girls attend the country’s other
matches. “The chances are low, but we’re
still pushing,” he said. The young Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman, whose
public appearances have dwindled re-
cently, will attend the match. —Reuters

Female Saudi flag bearers miss
World Cup opener v Russia


